
4 (S-L) and 5 (XL-XXL) Skeins 

50% Cotton / 50% Fine Merino 

Superwash yarn 

in two colors per kit 

4 oz. and 200 yards each 

 

Gauge 

15 stitches per inch 

In Pattern or Garter Stitch 

US # 10 (6 mm) needle 

32 inches circular 

Knitted top down in Raglan shape 

skeino.com ~  community@skeino.com COLOR OPTIONS 

CORAL REEF 

CANNA 

COTTAGE GARDEN 

COLORWAY HAY 



CHANEL JACKET -   Pattern 
 

Materials:   For sizes S to L  800 yards of  yarn (4 skeins) 
                    For sizes XL and XXL 1000 yards of yarn (5 skeins) 
                   US #10  32” circular knitting needle 
                   and tapestry needle. 
 
Finished Measurements:  S, M, L, XL, XXL 
       Chest:  32, 36, 40, 44, 48” 
                                           Body Length: 17, 17 ½, 18, 18 ½, 19” 
 
Gauge:  15 sts per 4 inches in Pattern and Garter Stitch 
 
Abbreviations: SL - slip 1 sts 
  pw - purl wise 
                          YO - yarn over (this does not create an increase !) 
                          P-YO-P - 2 increases by purling the st, YO and purl the st again, 
                                          now move the 3 sts onto the right needle, 
                                          this stitch forms the raglan line 
  P3tog - Purl the st with the 2 YO together (creates the ribs) 
 
Pattern Stitch: 
 
Row 1: K2, *SL1 pw with YO, K3* repeat as needed, K2 
Row 2: P2, *SL1 kw with YO, P3* repeat as needed, P2 
Row 3: K2, *P1 st with 2 YO tog, K3* repeat as needed, K2 
Row 4: P2, *K1, P3* repeat as needed, P2 
 
Cast On: for all sizes 81 stitches 
 
Pattern Repeat: 
 
1. row: K2, (SLpwYO, K3)2x, SLpwYO, K5, *(SLpwYO, K3) 3x, SLpwYO, K5*,  
            repeat *to* 3 times, (SLpwYO, K3)2x, SLpwYO, K2 = 81 stitches 
 
2. row: P2, (SLpwYO, P3)2x, SLpwYO, P2, (P-YO-P), *P2, (SLpwYO, P3)3x,  
            SLpwYO, P2, (P-YO-P)*, repeat *to* 3 times, P2, (SLpwYO, P3)2x, 
            SLpwYO, P2 = 89 stitches 
 
3. row: K2, (P3tog, K3)2x, P3tog, *K7, (P3tog, K3)3x, P3tog*, repeat *to* 3 times, 
            K7, (P3tog, K3)2x, P3tog, K2 = 89 stitches 
 
4. row: P2, (K1, P3) 3x, P-YO-P, *(P3, K1) 4x, P3, P-YO-P*, repeat *to* 3 times, 
            (P3, K1) 3x, P2 = 97 stitches 
 
5. row: K2, (SLpwYO, K3)2x, SLpwYO, K9, *(SLpwYO, K3) 3x, SLpwYO, K9*,  
            repeat *to* 3 times, (SLpwYO, K3)2x, SLpwYO, K2 = 97 stitches 
 
6. row: P2, (SLpwYO, P3)2x, SLpwYO, P4, (P-YO-P), *P4, (SLpwYO, P3)3x,  
            SLpwYO, P4, (P-YO-P)*, repeat *to* 3 times, P4, (SLpwYO, P3)2x, 
            SLpwYO, P2 = 105 stitches 
 
7. row: K2, (SLpwYO, K3)3x, SLpwYO, K3, *(SLpwYO, K3) 5x, SLpwYO, K3*,  
            repeat *to* 3 times, (SLpwYO, K3)3x, SLpwYO, K2 = 105 stitches 
 
8. row: P2, (K1, P3) 3x, K1, P1, P-YO-P, *P1, (K1, P3) 5x, K1, P1, P-YO-P* 
           repeat *to* 3 times, P1, (K1, P3) 3x, K1, P2 = 113 stitches                   

 
Separating the parts and working the sleeves and the body 
 
Repeat the 8 rows and increase 8 stitches every even numbered rows. Every 7th 
row you will start a new rib left and right from the raglan line. Let your jacket grow 
until you have for the front: 
                  S = 8, M = 9, L = 10, XL = 11 and XXL = 12 ribs completed 
and work the final 8th row from the repeat. Cut the yarn. 
Move the right front, the right sleeve and the back stitches 
onto a spare needle. Keep the left sleeve stitches on the 
working needle. Now move the left front stitches onto the 
other end of the spare needle. 
At the raglan line you will have 5 stitches between the 
neighboring ribs. Bind off the raglan center stitch to have   
2 stitches on the left and the right from your sleeve before 
the first rib. You should have for S = 14, M = 16, L = 18,  
XL = 20 and XXL = 22 ribs for the sleeve on the needle. 
Work four more pattern repeats for the sleeve. If you have 
ordered extra yarn for longer sleeves work more rows as you have yarn. 
Change yarn and work 6 Garter Stitch Ridges for the band. Bind off loosely. 
Work the right sleeve the same way.  
Now work the body of the jacket by connecting the left front with the back and the 
back with the right front. At the connecting point knit two stitches together to have 
3 stitches in between the ribs. 
Continue working the pattern repeat and knit all yarn up for the length of the   
jacket.  
 
Working the band 
Change the yarn to the second color and work the band in Garter Stitch in the 
round. All stitches will fit (but tight) onto a 32 inch long needle.  
Work the band right side up and work the first row following the bottom of the 
body.  
 Now pick up stitches along the right front.  
The number of stitches must be accordingly to your Gauge. Please measure and 
calculate. Our model needed 11 stitches per 20 rows.  
 Now pick up stitches around the neck from the cast on edge.  
The number of stitches need to be less than 81, knit every third and fourth stitch 
together, to have 60-62 stitches for the neck opening.  
 Now pick up stitches along the left front, the same number as you have 
for the right front. 
 NOTE: For each corner pick up one extra stitch for the increases. 
Connect your band and knit in the round. The next row is all purl. 
Every purl row (every other row) has 2 increases in each corner. 
Work this as P-YO-P and the corners will look neat. 
Continue in Garter Stitch - one row knit and one row purl. 
Work a total of 6 Garter Stitch Ridges or work all yarn up.  
Bind off loosely. Close the sleeve seam and stitch in all ends. 
 
Wash your jacket  
by hand in warm water using a mild detergent. Leftover color pigments will wash 
out and your jacket will become a perfect shape. Rinse well and spin your jacket 
in a washer. Dry your jacket for 10 min on medium heat in a dryer. Lay the piece 
flat onto a towel for the final drying. Shape your jacket well. You can stretch it to 
your perfect size. Let it air dry. 
 
                                                     HAPPY KNITTING ! 


